
InsureMO (for “Insurance Middle Office”) is a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) that acts as middleware for the insurance industry, 

freeing insurers from legacy constraints and unlocking their ability to innovate and connect to stakeholders. InsureMO’s architecture 

is based on microservices and APIs designed for general (P&C), life, and health lines of business, covering the entire policy lifecycle. 

InsureMO accelerates innovation and enables deep connectivity among stakeholders: customers, carriers, brokers, agents, MGAs, 

affinity channels, and InsurTech startups. With InsureMO, insurers can meet the demands of the digital age without having to invest 

in risky and expensive core system replacement. 

Time to Market

InsureMO’s Product Factory includes 

templates and libraries to help speed the 

development of new insurance products and 

services

Channel Integration

A containerized API approach means 

insurers can connect hundreds of product 

variations to thousands of channels

Flexibility

InsureMO is designed for open API 

collaboration and flexible integration with    

3rd-party apps

Scalability and Elasticity

Cloud architecture and Dev Ops allows 

insurers to scale up and down as needed

Benefits

Designed to handle the massive volume, variation, and velocity of data in the digital age, InsureMO helps insurers connect and innovate.

Insurance customers – from individuals to large corporations – demand products and services that match expectations driven by 

their experiences in the digital age: easy to use, connected, on demand, and relevant to their specific needs. Most insurers 

recognize this, but are often constrained in their ability to meet those expectations because of outdated and inflexible legacy IT 

systems and operations. At the same time, massive amounts of data are flowing into insurers, giving them the opportunity to 

innovate, but only if they can make use of that data and connect it in a relevant way to customers, agents and brokers, and other 

stakeholders.

eBaoCloud® InsureMOTM – The insurance 

connectivity and digital enablement platform

eBaoTech on AWS

Industry Challenges

Accelerating connectivity and innovation in the “digital age”

eBaoCloud® InsureMOTM – Connecting insurers, traditional channels, 

affinity partners, and FinTech/InsurTech startups
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Features

eBaoCloud® InsureMOTM on AWS
eBaoCloud InsureMO on AWS provides better long-term infrastructure operational efficiency and stronger technical scalability and 

elasticity than a traditional on-premises deployment. Powered by AWS, InsureMO gives insurers the ability to manage products, 

partners, services, and APIs, all in one place. With InsureMO on AWS, insurers can go digital without replacing core systems, and 

brokers and agencies can create their own solutions. InsureMO on AWS gives affinity partners an easy way to embed insurance into 

their business models without prohibitively costly investments, and tech companies now can immediately gain deep knowledge of the 

insurance domain to market their solutions.

Get started with eBaoTech solutions on AWS
Visit https://www.insuremo.com to get started today

Case Study: Aegon Life

eBaoTech on AWS  |  InsureMO

Insurance Product Design and Maintenance

For insurance analysts to quickly design insurance solutions using the InsureMO toolset for general (P&C), life, 

group, and health lines of business

• Intuitive design studio, product library, templates, and configuration tools accelerate product design

• Product design modules include Product Patterns, Party Management, Factors, Tables, Rating, Rules, 

Discounts, Endorsement Clauses, Limits, Fees, and Transactions

• All designed products automatically create and test APIs

Microservice Creation and Versioning

For developers – insurance services available out of the box, plus CI / CD support, compatible with industry 

standard development tools

• Import and register any existing APIs quickly and select from any existing APIs published by others

• Author business functions through powerful services tools

• Gain significant productivity boosts through seamless integration of testing, monitoring, and deployment tools

Connectivity and Distribution

For Business Users – connect hundreds of product variations to thousands of channels

• Manage all distribution needs including channels, commissions, product variations, and agreements via 

Distribution Management Strategy

• Manage versions and variations more effectively through separation between base technical product design 

and thousands of possible marketable variations

Challenges

Launching products to digital channels 

and building a scalable architecture in 

a short period of time while meeting all 

of the functional and technical 

capabilities envisioned.

Solution

InsureMO acted as a powerful and mature product 

engine to generate insurance product APIs.

• Out-of-the-box APIs shortened product 

launch times

• Each API was designed to support a multitude of 

user journeys and enable self-service across 

various stakeholders and channels

• Low product/channel experimentation costs 

allowed for accelerated innovation

Results

The first launch of Aegon Life’s group 

platform with an eCommerce player 

was achieved within six weeks, 

something that would normally take a 

few months.
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